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Abstract – E-commerce exchanges goods and services over 

internet through which transactions or terms of sale are 

performed electronically. Data mining has been used in the 

analysis of customer transactions in retail research and 

identifies the purchase patterns of the alpha consumer. These 

consumers are people that play a key role in involving with 

the idea behind the inception and design of a product. The 

process of Data mining and the different techniques which 

include clustering, classification, association rule mining etc. 

Association rule mining has many drawbacks like it produces 

number of support and confidence. High utilities item sets 

are prefer to discover all item sets having a utility meeting a 

user-specified minimum utility threshold. To find an 

appropriate minimum utility threshold by trial and error 

technique is a tough process. For these two types of 

algorithms named TKO (mining Top-K utility item sets in 

one phase) and TKU (mining Top-K Utility item sets) are 

proposed for mining such item sets without the need to set 

min_util. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

High utility itemset mining is the data mining that 

satisfies the given minimum threshold and they are used in 

decision-making process of many applications, like retail 

marketing, Web portal services and real applications. 

Market Basket Analysis [1] is a technique based upon, if  a 

user buy a certain set of items, they are more (or less) 

predictive to buy another set of items this item set is called 

a high utility itemset. If its value is higher than a user-

specified minimum utility threshold or else, it is called a 

low utility itemset. It sorts and converts the transaction 

data to data set with (key, value) pair, and stores the data 

to the HDFS. 

The behaviour of the customers [2] is studied with 

reference to buying different products in a shopping store. 

It leads to marketing, management and strategic decisions. 

Association rule mining algorithms find positive 

associations between items. Positive associations refers 

associations between items exist in transactions that 

contains the related items and are bought together. Type of 

the association like: “customers that buy Bread do not buy 

Butter”. With Positive association, negative associations 

can provide valuable information, in marketing strategies. 

Mining Top k association rule [3] is the technique of 

mining limited number of rules, where k is the association 

rules to be found and is set by the user. The algorithm 

approach for generating association rules named rule 

expansions and includes several optimizations. It has 

excellent performance and scalability, and that it is an 

advantageous alternative to classical association rule 

mining algorithms when the users want to control the 

number of rules generated [3]. 

 

II. PERFORMANCE METRICS 
  

2.1. Association Rules 
When deals with massive data, Traditional Association 

mining rules encounters many difficulties like number of 

properties and millions of records contains complex 

relationship between dataset and it is time consuming. 

Association rules have many problems during larger and 

multidimensional dataset. This algorithm has two main 

criteria Support and Confidence. Support is the percentage 

of transactions of a database where the rule occurs and 

Confidence is the support of the rule divided by the 

support of its antecedent. Best known constraints are 

threshold on Support and confidence. 
 

Table 1. Dataset Characteristics 

Transaction id Items 

tid1 {1, 2, 4, 5} 

tid2 {2, 3, 5} 

tid3 {1, 2, 4, 5} 

tid4 {1, 2, 3, 5} 

tid5 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 

tid6 {2, 3, 4} 
 

The support of an itemset is the number of times that it 

appears in the database divided by the total number of 

transactions in the database. For example, the itemset       

{1 3} has a support of 33 % because it appears in 2 out of 

6 transactions from the database. 

Sup (1, 3) = Support (1) U Support (3) /Transaction (6) 

Conf (1, 3) = Support (1) U Support (3) /Support (1) 

An association rule X--> Y is an association between 

two itemsets X and Y that are disjoint. The support of an 

association rule is the number of transactions that contains 

X and Y divided by the total number of transactions. 

The confidence of an association rule is the number of 

transactions that contains X and Y divided by the number 

of transactions that contains X. At the same time, both 

user minimum support and user minimum confidence are 

needed in Association rules.  

It consists of two steps. First, minimum support is used 

in order to find all frequent itemsets in a database. In a 

second step, applying the minimum confidence and these 

frequent itemsets, can form rules.  

The first step is complicated but the second one is 

straight forward. Users have limited resources for 

analyzing the results – fine tuning the parameters is time-

consuming to improving as the second step is straight 

forward.  
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2.2. Map-Reduce Algorithm 
Map Reduce is designed to describe the process of 

parallel as Map and Reduce. Map Reduce library express 

the two function functions: Map and Reduce. Map, written 

by the user, takes an input pair and produces a set of 

intermediate key value pairs. Jongwook woo [4] provides 

high computing on the basis of Map & Reduce nodes. This 

Map Reduce algorithm splits a large problem space into 

small pieces and automatically parallelizes the execution 

of small tasks on the smaller space. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Map Reduce Flow 

 

The Map Reduce library groups together all values 

associated with the same key and passes them to the 

Reduce function.  It merges together to form a possibly 

smaller set of values.Fig.1 shows how to write Hadoop 

Map Reduce applications and show data transformation 

and the Map Reduce framework execution. 

From start to finish, there are four fundamental 

transformations Data is: 

 Transformation of input files and fed into the mapper. 

 Transformed by the mappers. 

 Sorted, merged, and presented to the reducer. 

 Transformed by reducers and write to output files. 

Driver: It will take the input files and fed to Mappers. 

Types of input and output files must match up, or your 

Map Reduce code will not work.  

Mappers: 

Input format =Text Input format. 

Key = Long Writeable. 

Input value =Text. 

Class Text Input Format is the type of input format to 

the Class Mapper. Key from the record which is associated 

with Text Input Format and this format is the byte offset 

into the Long Writable file. Value of the record is read 

from the input file and it is in Text format. 

Reducer: As if Output key from the Mapper class is 

Text, then the input key to the Reducer class must be Text. 

 So like this output value from the Mapper class is Text, 

then the input value to the Reducer class must also be 

Text.  

2.3. Top-K Rules 
The main procedure of Top K association is to find 

interesting associations between items in a transaction 

database. 

A transaction database is a set of transactions, where 

each transaction is a set of items (an itemset). 

  

 
Fig. 2.  Left-Right Expansion 

 

In fig 2, Top-k rules find number of rules by scanning 

the database for adding a single item at a time to the left or 

right part of each rule (these processes are called left and 

right expansions) 

An evaluation of the algorithm shows that it gives better 

scalability and good performance.  

Algorithm takes transactional itemset and minimum 

confidence as an input. Then it will generate k number of 

association rules as in output. The algorithm will work as 

follows: 

Algorithm (min_conf, k, dataset) 

1. min_sup = 1; N = NULL; E = NULL  

2. Dataset is scanned one time and the sids (sequential 

ids of each item I is stored in a variable called Tids (i) 

3. For pair of items, If Tids (X) >= min_sup & Tids (Y) 

>= min_sup, then Set Tids (X => Y) = Null & Set 

Tids (Y => X) = Null  

4. For each Tid belongs to Tids (X) ∩ Tids (Y) 

5. If X occurs before Y in the Tid s then Tids (X => Y) 

= Tids (X => Y) U {s}  OR If Y occurs before X in 

Tid s then Tids (Y => X) = Tids (Y => X) U {s}  

6. If │Tids (X => Y)│/│Total sequences│>= minimum 

support Then  

7. Confidence (X => Y) = │Tids (X=>Y) │/│Tids(X) │ 

8. If conf ( X => Y) >= minconf then  

9. If │N│< K then 

10.  If there exist a rule r2 in N which is similar to the 

currently generated rule r1 & whose support is also 

similar to the support of r1 then the rule r1 is not 

added to N Otherwise this rule r1 is added to the N. E: 

E = E U r1. 

11. If │N│ >= K then  

12. Remove a rule r from N whose sup is equal to the 

present min_sup, Set min_sup= lowest support of 

rules in N 

13. while E is non- empty 

14. Do 

15. Select a rule r with the highest support in E 

16. Expand-L(rule,N,E,min_sup,min_conf) 

17. Expand-R(rule,N,E,min_sup,min_conf) 

18. Remove  r  from E 

19. END. 

This Algorithm takes three parameters as inputs that are 

min_conf value, k value and transaction itemset.  

Two more variables are N & E.  

N is used to store the top k sequential rules. E is used to 

store the rules to be expanded right or left.  

Rules are expanded on the basis of condition. min_sup 

is set to 1, N and E will be NULL. Database is scanned 
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one time to store sequential ids of each items in Tids (i). 

Algorithm will g65555enerate frequent itemset and its rule 

satisfies value of minimum confidence and minimum 

support. Condition will be checked that if no. of rules 

generated till now is greater or equal to value of k or not. 

If N is not less than k then a rule having lowest 

minimum support will be removed from our rule list.  

If N is less than k then first check rule should not be 

exist already. If yes already exist then rule will not added 

to N, if no then the rule will added in both N and E.  

After this the algorithm will select a rule with highest 

min_sup from the E and perform left and right expansion. 

Algorithm is based on the concept of pattern growth 

also takes less space and time. In this method rules of size 

1 are generated like a => b. Now, the method is based on 

expansion technique the rules are right expanded a => b, c 

& a => b, d and checked for the minimum support. Then 

rules are left expanded like a, b => c & a, d => c and 

checked for minimum support.  

In this way 1*1 rules are expanded to generate larger 

rules and then those larger rules are expanded to generate 

much larger rules. 

 

III. RESULT 
 

We have implemented the proposed algorithm in JAVA, 

JDK1.6 using Eclipse IDE on a computer with a Core i3 

processor running Windows 8 and 2 GB of RAM. Amazon 

dataset are used in the association rule mining. The 

datasets we have used are as follows: 

Influence of the K Parameter 
We have run algorithm by varying value of k. Value of 

k is taken different as 5, 7 and 10 respectively. And also 

we have taken min_conf value as 0.1 to 0.6. This 

evaluation has been shown below in the table and its 

respective chart. First as shown below we have results of 

dataset amazon with different value of k. This table 2 and 

figure 3 shows memory requirement is linearly increasing 

with value of k. 

 

Memory (mb) 

Min_conf K = 5 K = 7 K = 10 

0.1 4.66 5.95 16.32 

0.2 4.17 13.82 9.71 

0.3 18.64 6.13 10.72 

0.4 18.6 19.18 19.1 

0.5 18.81 19.18 19.1 

0.6 17.75 17.45 18.57 

Table 2. Memory evaluation for Amazon Dataset 

 

 
Fig. 3. Result of varying Memory requirement 

 

As value of k increases, the execution time and memory 

required both increases linearly. This table 3 and figure 4 

shows execution time is linearly increasing with value of 

k. 

 

Execution time 

 

Min_conf K = 5 K = 7 K = 10 

0.1 93 78 187 

0.2 46 93 125 

0.3 951 63 124 

0.4 858 921 1997 

0.5 890 952 1950 

0.6 951 905 1965 

Table 3. Execution time required for dataset 

 

 
Fig. 4. Result of varying Execution time 

 

We found that the proposed algorithm is getting lesser 

execution time and less memory occupy than the Top K 

optimized rule algorithm. As shown below, we have taken 

Amazon dataset and its execution time as below: 

 

Analysis of Execution time 

K TKO TKU 

5 484 94 

10 312 62 

15 484 78 

20 422 140 

25 390 93 

30 328 125 

35 219 125 

40 203 141 

45 314 178 

50 176 146 

Table 4. Comparison for Amazon dataset 
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Fig. 5. Result varying TKO &TKU 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we addressed the difficulty of the 

algorithm suffers from the long execution time and more 

memory required. Redundancy in high utility item set 

mining by proposing a lossless and compact representation 

named closed high utility item sets, which has not been 

explored so far. The users have to select the parameter 

values of minimum confidence and minimum support in 

algorithm. So extremely large number of rules is 

generating. We proposed the algorithm which generate 

rules exactly how much user wants. This proposed 

algorithm gives better performance and scalability than 

others and it is advantageous. 
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